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Abstract
Automated feature matching of nuclear detonations enables 3D point cloud reconstruction, and establishment
a volume-based model to reduce uncertainty in estimating the yield of nuclear detonations solely from video.
Establishing a volume-based model requires feature correspondences between wide viewpoints of 58-110o that are
larger than SIFT-based techniques can reliably match. The presented technique detects relative bright features in the
nuclear detonation known as “hotspots,” and matches them across wide viewpoints using a spherical-based object
model. Results show that hotspots can be detected with a 71.95% hit rate and 86.03% precision. Hotspots are matched
to films from different viewpoints with 76.6% correctness and a standard deviation (σ) of 16.4%. Hotspot descriptors
are also matched in time sequence with 99.6% correctness and a σ of 1.07%. The results demonstrate that a spherical
model can serve as a viable descriptor model for matching across wide viewpoints when the object is known to be
spherical. It also demonstrates an automated feature detection and matching combination that enables features to be
matched from unsynchronized video across wide viewpoints of 58-110o on spherical objects where state-of-the-art
techniques are insufficient.
Index Terms
Feature Detection, Feature Extraction, Feature Matching, Nuclear Physics, 3-D Representation, 3-D Matching,
Video, Computer Vision

I. I NTRODUCTION
During the 1950s and 1960s, the United States conducted and filmed over 200 atmospheric nuclear tests. For
preservation purposes, these films are being digitized [1] by the Lawrence Livermore National Labs, allowing
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physicists and computer vision professionals the opportunity to revalidate fundamental nuclear explosion models.
This meets a nuclear physics community goal to reduce the uncertainty in estimating the yield of a nuclear
detonation (NUDET).
The current yield model of estimating the yield solely from a one-dimensional radius has high uncertainty that
can be reduced with a volume-based model. Current yield estimation is based on the radius growth of the nuclear
fireball over time. Eq. 1 shows Taylor’s equation [2] where R represents the radius, t is the time since detonation,
and po is the density of the medium. Any uncertainty in measuring R will compound by a factor of 5 when
estimating the yield. Substituting the equation of the volume of a sphere V =

4π 3
3 r

solved for r builds Eq. 2.

Presuming that a volume could be generated with similar uncertainty to that of a radius, Eq. 2 demonstrates that
uncertainty in the volume of the equation leads to an uncertainty of yield by a factor of 5/3 instead of one generated
from a radius with an uncertainty factor of 5.

Y ield ∼

R 5 po
t2

(1)

5

V 3 po
Y ield ∼
t2

(2)

To establish a volume-based model would require reliable volume estimates of detonations over time and 3D
reconstructions of the nuclear detonations are being explored as a potential method to generate those volumes.
3D reconstructions to scale require either calibrated cameras as in the case with multi-view stereo (MVS) [3] or
they require matched correspondences on features between multiple viewpoints to generate 3D point clouds. The
NUDET films are not calibrated by today’s standards making direct use of MVS unreliable and require use of a
method that works with uncalibrated images.
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [4] and Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [5] have been used for
uncalibrated images [6] however, it has challenges for feature matching with the NUDET films in three particular
areas. First, the films were recorded using cameras that were not synchronized in time, which makes comparing
frames from one film to another suffer from time uncertainty. Second, is that the subject of the film is a non-rigid
object (a radiological gas) that is feature poor. Lastly, only a few viewpoints were recorded for each detonation
and the viewpoints have wide viewpoint angles of 58 − 110o that are outside the documented capabilities of SIFT’s
viewpoint match repeatability [4]. Methods such as Affine-Invariant SIFT (ASIFT) [7] that extend the viewpoint
angles for SIFT were also tried, but the lack of detectable Harris corners [8] rendered the algorithm unusable for the
spherical object in the video. Manual matching has been used to create 3D structure [9] [10], but it is cumbersome
for such an extensive data set. Because of these issues, an automated approach to generate feature correspondences
for the spherical shaped NUDETs is sought after.
An automated approach requires a repeatable feature that is viewable from wide viewpoints and represents the
overall shape and structure of the detonation. One feature that could be used in correlating images together is
known in the community as “hotspots.” Shown in Fig. 1, they are spots that are visibly hotter than the areas around
them. The actual contents of the hotspots are unknown, but their behavior relative to the detonation has been well
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Fig. 1.

Grable nuclear detonation [1] with some “hotspots” identified. Also identified is a timing mark used to measure time in the variable

high-speed cameras.

observed. The hotspots do not change shape, only position and relative brightness throughout the detonation. They
reside on the shockwave (outer boundary) of the detonation as it expands. They also are most often present during
time periods that are analyzed to determine the yield. These hotspots exist all over the face of the detonation and
their size, orientation, and collective pattern could potentially be used as a feature to correlate multiple frames
from the same or different viewpoints. Their collective positions surrounding the detonation can then be used to
estimate the volume of the detonation. A limited study [11] showed that machine learning algorithms were effective
in detecting hotspots with hit rates > 90% and false positive rates < 1%. The study was limited in scope to only a
few frames in one detonation, but demonstrated that hotspots could be detected on a limited scale. What remained
to be shown is if hotspots could be detected, described, and matched from different viewpoints and different points
in time and using multiple detonations.
This paper demonstrates that, using a spherical-based object model, hotspots can be detected, described, and
matched across wide viewpoints of 58-110o , for multiple points in time and across multiple different detonations
providing the means to model them in three spatial dimensions and temporally. Results show hotspot detection
with a 71.95% hit rate and 86.03% precision. Hotspots are matched to films from different viewpoints with 76.6%
correctness and a standard deviation (σ) of 16.4%. Hotspot descriptors are matched in time sequence with 99.6%
correctness and a σ of 1.07%.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the background of the nuclear detonation films are discussed
in Sec. II. An overall methodology of matching features is discussed in Sec. III. The processes used to align
the films in time is discussed in Sec. III-A. Once the films are time-aligned, the frames are run through a hotspot
detector to determine the pixel locations of the center of hotspots in the image. This is discussed in Sec. III-B. Next,
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the hotspots are described relative to their location within the larger detonation which is discussed in Sec. III-C.
Matching hotspots from alternate viewpoints and in time sequence is discussed in Sec. III-D. The results are in
Sec. IV and the conclusion of the paper is in Sec. V.
II. N UCLEAR D ETONATION F ILM BACKGROUND
From 1945-1962 the United States conducted a total of 216 atmospheric, underwater, and space nuclear detonation
tests [1]. Atmospheric testing was then banned following the signing of the Limited Test Ban Treaty. Much of the
data on atmospheric nuclear weapons effects was produced during this 17 year period of testing leading up to the
treaty.
During experimentation approximately 9,000 films were recorded of the atmospheric nuclear tests. The films
were captured using different cameras by Edgerton, Germashausen & Grier, Inc. (EG&G) using 8mm, 16mm, and
35mm film [1]. The technical films were used to capture early fireball growth, early plume rise, and late plume rise
following detonation. High-speed cameras were used to film the early fireball growth that had a nominal speed of
2500 frames per second. Due to the mechanical nature of film recordings and the technology of the time the frame
rates varied from camera to camera and during filming from 1200-3300 frames per second. To assist the analysis
of the videos, a timing system was used that shined a small element of light on the film exposing a portion of
the film at 5 msec intervals producing a small, circular exposure in the edge of the video frame. An example of a
timing mark is shown in Fig. 1.
Each explosion was carefully documented with multiple collection sites around the explosion. Each collection
site was outfitted with multiple film reels to record the explosions. For each explosion, the number of collection
sites ranged from 3-10. The end result was that there were about 20 videos recorded for each explosion, some from
the same point of view, some with small angular differences of around 10o and others of larger angular differences
of 58 − 110o .
There were also different initial conditions for detonations. Some detonations were placed on towers while others
were airdropped and detonated in mid-air. The initial conditions change the resulting shape of the detonation. An
airdropped detonation has near-uniform air density around it resulting in a shape that is very close to spherical.
Tower detonations are generally spherical or elliptical, but also have effects of protrusions caused by supporting
wires of the tower, and the tower itself. There’s also uneven spreading in a tower detonation caused by the elevator
box that the device was placed in shaping the detonation in uneven ways.
In this study both airdrop and tower detonations are analyzed. Airdrops are studied because they most closely
fit the current radius-based model. Tower detonations are studied because they’re complex detonations have higher
uncertainty than the airdrop models, but are also more representative of how nuclear detonations would react if
enclosed in a box, or interacting with target structures.
III. M ETHODOLOGY
Fig. 2 shows the steps in the hotspot matching technique. First, the frames are analyzed for timing markers and
their timestamps for each frame are estimated and aligned (Sec. III-A). Next, hotspots are detected using a hotspot
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feature detector (Sec. III-B). Each hotspot is then described by its relationship to the overall detonation (Sec. III-C)
and cataloged for the frame. The hotspots are then adjusted for viewpoint angle or radial position to match different
viewpoints or timestamps. Lastly, the hotspots are matched (Sec. III-D) creating a feature correspondence that can
be used to create 3D sparse point clouds or velocity vector fields. Each of these steps is discussed in detail.

Fig. 2.

A flow chart of step-by-step processes resulting in hotspot feature correspondences from different viewpoints and points in time.

A. Time Alignment of Films
The first step in analyzing the NUDET films is to extract the timing. The process of extracting timing is to
analyze each frame of a film in sequence to detect the locations of timing marks [12] [13] [14] [15]. The frame
rate is found by relating the film marks to their 5 msec timing interval. A series of frame rates is then fit with a
cubic spline [16]. Lastly, the ∆t between frames is found as an inverse of the frame rate estimated at each frame
on the cubic spline.
Next, the point at which time zero occurred (when the detonation began) in the film needs to be determined.
For a film running at 2500 frames per second, each frame is exposed for 0.4 ms and t = 0 can occur at any point
in time within that 0.4 ms. The size of the fireball in the frame-of-first-light, relative to the size of the fireball in
the next frame is an indicator of when the detonation occurred relative to the frame-of-first-light. The smaller the
ratio of the fireball radii, the later the detonation occurred in the frame-of-first-light [12]. Notationally calling the
frame-of-first-light F0 , and the next frame F1 , the time difference, ∆t0 is defined to be the time elapsed between
F0 and F1 . The duration δ is defined to represent the period of time between the start of F0 and the point at which
t = 0 actually occurred during the frame’s exposure (see Fig. 3). Absolute time is then given by
tn =

n
X

∆ti + (1 − δf )∆t0 = (Fn − F0 )∆t0 + (1 − δf )∆t0

i=1

where ∆t0 =

1
(f ps)0

and δf =

δ
∆t0 .

The ratio of radii can be established from Taylor’s equation [2] for the radial
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growth of a nuclear detonation over time as
Rn=1
R1 (2∆t − δf ∆t)0.4
.
=
Rn=0
R1 (∆t − δf ∆t)0.4
Solving for δf then generates
δf =

Rn=1 2.5
2 − [R
]
n=0
n=1 2.5
1 − [R
Rn=0 ]

[12].

Finally, the time δ = δf ∆t. To validate that the timing was correct, the radius of a detonation from collection sites

Fig. 3.

The methodology to align the timing of films with time t = 0 [12].

with multiple cameras were compared to each other with their radii plotted over time. With nearly identical focal
lengths, the expectation was that frames of the same time would have the same radius in the nuclear detonation
regardless of whether they were captured by fast or slow camera rates. This fact was verified in each film where
there were multiple cameras from the same collection site. Fig. 4 shows an example output of the time analyzed
from a collection site of the Tesla detonation that had six cameras. Other than the outliers caused by errors in the
radius detection, the prevailing trend of radius growth over time is confirmed.
B. Hotspot Feature Detection
The next step in analyzing the NUDET films is detecting the hotspot features. Earlier work [11] used machine
learning algorithms to determine which features, algorithms, and parameters were best for detecting hotspots. The
results of that work indicated that the best feature of the 300 features studied was a 21 × 21 pixel kernel that
took the average intensity of the center 3 × 3 pixel area and subtracted it from the average intensity of a 3 pixel
border around the edge of the kernel. This feature is used to determine which locations of the image had the highest
relative intensities to the area immediately around it. A fixed size kernel was demonstrated to be sufficient for the
data set as the scale of detonations were similar because of similar distance from film collection site to detonation.
A hotspot detector was built using this feature and detections for a hotspot were determined using a threshold of
the average intensity of the image + 2 standard deviations of the intensity of the image. The results were then
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Fig. 4.

A plot of radius growth over time based on time estimates from multiple cameras from Tesla Truck 7. A few outliers exist that were

a result of errors in the automated detection of the radius of the detonation.

clustered based on whether they were adjacent to other positive detections and cataloged. Information about the
hotspot cluster was further derived based on the cluster’s size to include its width in the x- and y-direction, its
center, and the total number of pixels in the cluster. Clusters that were too small (less than 10 pixels) or too large
(greater than 100 pixels) were discarded, and those that were not balanced in x- and y-directions in span (within
0.5 aspect ratio) were also discarded.
To determine the accuracy of the hotspot detector, it was tested against six detonations (Grable, Climax, Boltzmann, MET, Turk, and Tesla), using at least two different viewpoints for each detonation, and 12 images for each
detonation. Images selected from a detonation were balance evenly between when detection was known to be
difficult (when they are first visible in the detonation sequencing) and when it was suspected to be easiest (during
tmin when the ambient light is lowest and the hotspots are most pronounced). Seventy-Two images were analyzed
in all, and the range of detonations included airdropped detonations and tower-based detonations. Statistics were
collected to determine the hit rate (sensitivity), precision and false positive rate. Fig. 5 shows an example of results
for the Boltzmann detonation. The hit rate for all the detonations was measured at 71.95%, with a 86.03% precision
and a 0.015% false positive rate. The false positive rate was extremely low as influenced by the number of true
negative pixels correctly identified. Hit rates were slightly lower than the smaller scale study [11], precision was
considerably higher, and the false positive rate was similar. The hit rates were likely lower because of the expansion
to several detonations instead of just one in the previous study. The precision improved because of added postprocessing that removed small clusters, and non-rounded detections that were caused by folds or protrusions in the
detonations which reduced the number of false positives increasing the precision rate.
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Fig. 5.

Results of hotspot detector for Boltzmann detonation. There were 141 true positive detections, 20 misses, and 15 false detections

(1,67,83,111,120,127,129,130,136,141,146,151,154,155 and 156). The boundary of the detonation is highlighted is the result of ellipse
detection [17].

C. Hotspot Feature Descriptor
Once hotspots were detected and cataloged they were described with a feature descriptor. The feature descriptor
is 13 values that describe the hotspots location relative to the larger detonation. A list of the values stored in the
descriptor are:
1) Center of hotspot (y), horizontal-coordinate
2) Center of hotspot (z), vertical-coordinate
3) Center of hotspot (x), depth-coordinate
4) Width of hotspot, horizontal direction
5) Width of hotspot, vertical direction
6) Radius of detonation (a), horizontal direction
7) Radius of detonation (b), vertical direction
8) Inclination coordinate (θ) of hotspot relative to center of detonation
9) Azimuth coordinate (ϕ) of hotspot relative to center of detonation
10) Radius coordinate (r) of hotspot relative to center of detonation
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11) Center of detonation (yc ), horizontal-coordinate
12) Center of detonation (zc ), vertical-coordinate
13) Number of pixels in hotspot
Several of the values (3, 6-12) are based on the overall detonation. To acquire that information, an ellipse
detector [17] was applied to the detonation. The ellipse detection is highlighted in Fig. 5. Using the ellipse, an
assumption is made that the detonation is an ellipsoid in 3D with equal depth and horizontal dimensions but
potentially differing vertical dimensions. Using the location of the hotspot relative to the larger detonation, the
horizontal and vertical coordinates are translated into polar coordinates. For polar coordinates, the reference frame
assigned z to the vertical axis, y to the horizontal axis, and x to the depth axis. Eq. 3 through Eq. 6 show
the equations for calculating the polar coordinates with a representing the radius of the larger detonation in the
horizontal direction, and b representing the radius in the vertical direction. The center of the detonation is assumed
to be at zero in the depth direction.
r
x=
r=

a2 − (y − yc )2 − [
p

a2 (z − zc )2
]
b2

x2 + (y − yc )2 + (z − zc )2
z − zc
)
r
y − yc
)
ϕ = tan−1 (
x
θ = cos−1 (

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Fig. 6. A depiction of 3-dimensional polar coordinates. Inclination angle from the vertical axis is θ. Azimuth angle from the depth axis(X-axis)
is ϕ. The radius in the direction of θ and ϕ is r.

D. Feature Matching
Once the hotspots features are described for an image they are matched to other viewpoints or points in time.
To accomplish this, the second image to be matched is processed with the hotspot detector. To align the hotspots
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from different images, the descriptors are adjusted to account for the movement of hotspots between the images.
Matching across viewpoints adjusts the θ and ϕ while matching in time sequence adjusts r. Matching across alternate
viewpoints is discussed in Sec. III-D1 while matching in time sequence is discussed in Sec. III-D2.
1) Matching alternate viewpoints: Matching across different viewpoints is accomplished by adjusting the azimuth
angle (ϕ) from one of the viewpoints the same amount as the change in viewpoint angle. Using the survey sheets of
each detonation and their recorded locations of collection sites and detonation sites, the angles between viewpoints
were solved using trigonometry. In some cases, the elevation was different between collection sites also requiring
a change in elevation angle (θ) of the descriptors. The radius (r) must also be adjusted proportionally for different
focal lengths and distances from the camera to the detonation.
Once the hotspots are adjusted for azimuth angle, elevation angle, and radius they are matched as shown in
Alg. 1. The first step in the matching process is to determine the potential bias that exists between the two frames.
If the number of hotspots detected in the first frame is M , and the number of hotspots detected in the second
frame is N , an M × N set of combinations is exhaustively compared to find all possible biases. For each M × N
hotspot match, the differences between θ and ϕ are calculated and sorted descending. The combinations that have
the least total θ and ϕ are then considered in order for matching, thus considering the smallest bias first. This is
accomplished in the first double loop in Alg. 1.
Beginning with the smallest bias, the smaller group of hotspots is matched to the larger group. For this example,
M will be assumed to be smaller than N . Each point (mi ) in the smallest group is matched in turn to the closest
point in 3D space to a point in the larger group (nj ). A distance threshold is established to control how tight the
matches are. We found that a good threshold based on previous work with manual matches [10] yielded satisfactory
results with the threshold set at the mean + 2σ of the distances of manual match statistics. If the distance calculated
is less than the threshold then the match is kept. The point (nj ) that is matched is removed from future consideration
for matching. The next point (mi+1 ) is then matched to remaining points. While matching mi with points in N ,
if no match is found that is less than the distance threshold then there is no match for mi recorded and mi+1
is considered for matching. The iteration continues until all points in M have been considered for matching. The
match correspondence, the total distance from all matched points, and the number of matches is recorded, and the
next smallest bias is considered for all points. This process is repeated for the smallest 5% of biases, and the largest
number of points, which minimize the total average distance is kept as the best matching correspondence.
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Result: Matched correspondances between M and N hotspot sets.
threshold = X̄ + 2σ; (Statistics of manual matches)
best distance = ∞;
best num points = 1;
for m bias = 1 to size(M )// Calculate all possible biases
do
for n = 1 to size(N ) do
bias phi(n) = ϕ(M (m bias)) − ϕ(N (n));
bias theta(n) = θ(M (m bias)) − θ(N (n));
bias total(n) = |bias phi(n)| + |bias theta(n)|;
end
end
Sort(N , bias total, ascending); // Sort the list of biases ascending
for n bias = 1 to d0.05 × size(N )e do
Shift(N , bias phi(n bias), bias theta(n bias));
for m = 1 to size(M ) do
for n = 1 to size(N ) do
this distance(n) = distance(N (n), M (m));
end
Sort(this distance, ascending); if this distance(1) ≤ threshold then
matched spots(m, 1) = m;
matched spots(m, 2) = unsorted index of (this distance(1));
total distance = total distance + this distance(1);
end
end
// Store a new best match if there’s more points and less avg error
if size(matched spots) ≥ best num points AN D
best distance = total distance;

total distance
size(matched spots)

≤

best distance
best num points

then

best match = matched spots;
best num points = size(matched spots);
end
end
return best match

Algorithm 1: Hotspot matching algorithm
2) Matching in time sequence: Matching in time sequence is less challenging as matching from the wide

viewpoint angles. To match in time sequence, the azimuth and inclination values of the descriptor are the same,
however the radius is increasing. The increase in the radius can be predicted using Taylor’s equation shown in
Eq. 1.
Assuming a constant yield for the given detonation, and a constant density, the equation can be arranged where
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TABLE I
D ETONATIONS TESTED FOR VIEWPOINTS .
Detonation

∆Viewpoint angle

∆Elevation angle

Type

Climax

68.46o

0o

Airdrop

Grable

57.6o

0o

Airdrop

Boltzmann

109.5o

2o

Tower

MET

67.46o

0o

Tower

Turk

84.25o

3o

Tower

Tesla

71.48o

0o

Tower

t2 ∼ R5 . The time since detonation can then predict the radius, and a ∆t in small changes in t can be used to find
a ∆R. Since the time since detonation is already estimated (see Sec. III-A), it can be used to predict the change
in radius from frame to frame.
The algorithm for matching in time sequence works exactly like that of matching alternate viewpoints (Alg. 1).
The difference is the inputs are the hotspots from the original frame, adjusted by the ∆R and the hotspots from
next frame in time sequence. The hotspots are only adjusted in radius, and not in azimuth (ϕ) or inclination (θ).
IV. R ESULTS
At the time of testing, only twelve films were digitized and available for testing. Four of those twelve films did
not show hotspots that were discernable. Of the eight remaining films, six of them had multiple films from the
same viewpoints significantly increasing the number of time aligned frames. The accuracy of matching alternate
viewpoints was tested using those six detonation listed in Table I. The accuracy was determined by verifying the
correctness of each matched correspondence by visual inspection. Since the model that is used to describe and
rotate hotspots is based on polar coordinates, the airdrop detonations were expected to perform better because they
are more spherical, and have fewer disparities with that model. The tower detonations were included to challenge
the model to see how accurate matching would be with non-elliptical shaped detonations and detonations with cone
protrusions. The detonations listed in Table I are listed in order from the most spherical to the least. A wide variety
of viewpoint angles were tested from 58o to almost 110o .
A. Matched Viewpoint Results
For each detonation, films from alternate viewpoints were time aligned and hotspot detection performed. Then
matching was tested to determine how many of the matches were correct. Matching was done at several points
in time in the detonation. Thirty matches were accomplished for each detonation. The results are summarized in
Table II as compared to the results of SIFT and SURF for the same images. Also a pictorial representation of the
matching for Grable detonation is shown in Fig. 7.
The hotspot descriptor and matching clearly outperfoms both SIFT and SURF because the viewpoint angles are
outside the viewpoint matching capabilities of those feature descriptors. It was not surprising that the more spherical
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TABLE II
V IEWPOINT MATCHING ALGORITHM RESULTS .

Fig. 7.

Detonation

Avg. Correct Matches

σ Correct Matches

Avg. Num. matches

σ Num. Matches

Type

Climax

82.6%

8.77%

45.6

14.54

Airdrop
Airdrop

Grable

92.5%

3.80%

58.23

9.32

Airdrop summary

86.75%

13.22%

52.5

13.5

Boltzmann

68.28%

12.23%

19.6

5.1

Tower

MET

62.71%

17.65%

25.7

7.3

Tower

Turk

84.05%

14.69%

9.6

4.2

Tower
Tower

Tesla

66.23%

10.44%

28.4

20.2

Tower Summary

70.73%

16.17%

20.5

13.3

All 6 detonations

76.63%

16.37%

31.6

20.2

All 6 NUDETs SIFT

1.51%

8.20%

6.83

7.97

All 6 NUDETs SURF

0.45%

1.85%

16.71

5.54

Results of viewpoint matching for hotspots are x’s in the Grable detonation. There were 68 correct matches, and 3 incorrect matches

(2, 28, 61). SURF matches are shown with lines with none of them being correct.

airdrop detonations performed better than the tower detonations because they conform more closely to the ellipsoid
model inherent in the hotspot descriptor. This is evidenced by the higher average percentage of correct matches
and the higher average number of matches. The high percentage of correct matches for the Turk detonation appears
to stand out amongst the other tower detonations, but combined with the evidence of considerably fewer number
of matches leads to the conclusion that the threshold for acceptance of a good match was likely too tight for that
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TABLE III
T IME M ATCHING ALGORITHM RESULTS .
Detonation

Avg. Correct Matches

σ Correct Matches

Avg. Num. matches

σ Num. Matches

Type

Climax

99.96%

0.20%

45.2

29.1

Airdrop
Airdrop

Grable

99.93%

0.21%

123.0

40.7

Airdrop summary

99.95%

0.20%

84.1

52.6

Boltzmann

99.4%

0.80%

82.5

23.8

Tower

MET

99.89%

0.43%

52.7

10.4

Tower

Turk

99.74%

0.73%

46.5

19.4

Tower
Tower

Tesla

98.73%

2.11%

61.2

31.7

Tower Summary

99.44%

1.27%

60.7

26.2

All 6 detonations

99.61%

1.07%

68.5

38.6

All 6 NUDETs SIFT

92.63%

12.42%

17.87

15.06

All 6 NUDETs SURF

98.67%

1.07%

174.1

66.34

detonation. It does demonstrate that if more precise results are desired for a particular detonation, that a threshold
can be adjusted to either increase the number of matches at the cost of them being correct or decrease the number of
matches to improve the likelihood that they are correct. Individual tailoring can be accomplished for each detonation
if it is desired. Overall, the results are good as the percentage of correct matches is greater than 50% opening the
door to robust estimation such as RANSAC [18] to remove outliers from the majority. The number of matches in
most cases is also sufficient to attempt to estimate 3D positions and fit volume models (sphere, ellipsoid, others)
to the 3D point cloud reconstruction that can be generated from these matched correspondence results.
B. Matched in Time Sequence Results
A similar test as with viewpoint matching was run for time matching for the same six detonations and thirty
frames per detonation. Table III shows the quantitative results and Fig. 8 shows a pictorial representation of the
matching for the Turk detonation. The results show that the time matching is very accurate with 99.61% correct
matches for all the detonations and a σ of 1.07%. SURF has similar capabilities with 98.67% correct matches with
a σ of 1.07% while SIFT was correct 92.63% of the time with a σ of 12.42%. The hotspot detection and matching
performs slightly better than the state-of-the-art techniques but without statistical significance.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper presents a method to detect and match features from video of nuclear detonations with films traveling
at different speeds and at wide viewpoints to enable 3D point cloud reconstruction and a volume-based nuclear
yield model. A volume-based model requires feature correspondences, and the viewpoints are wider than SIFT-based
techniques can match. The technique employed detects hotspot features and matches them across wide viewpoints
using a spherical-based object model. Hotspots are detected with a 71.95% hit rate and 86.03% precision. Using
a spherical object model, hotspots are described using their location relative to the overall detonation described in
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Fig. 8.

Results of time sequence matching for hotspots in the Turk detonation. The numbered x’s are the hotspot matching results and the

corresponding lines are SIFT matches. All matches for the hotspot matching were correct, while the SIFT matching has two mismatches and
eighteen correct matches.

polar coordinates. Hotspot descriptors are then matched to films from different viewpoints with 76.6% correctness
and a σ of 16.4%. Hotspot descriptors are also matched in time sequence with 99.6% correctness and a σ of 1.07%.
These results demonstrate an automated feature detection, description, and matching combination that enables the
matching of features from unsynchronized video across wide viewpoints of 58-110o where the state-of-the-art
techniques do not perform well.
This paper demonstrates that a spherical model can be used effectively as the basis for a feature descriptor for
ellipsoid-like objects. This allows the comparison across wider viewpoints without the need of Harris [8] corners.
Future work includes generating 3D point clouds from matched correspondences of differing viewpoints and
tracking them through time. Point locations will be tracked in time as well as volumes inferred from the point
clouds. This can then be used to establish a volume-based model for estimating nuclear yields which theoretically
would have less uncertainty than the current radius-based models.
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